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2m,3m,4m
DPI CONCEPTS

Our Deluxe Telescopic Banners are available in three heights namely: 2m (h), 3m (h) and 4m. What sets our Deluxe Telescopic Flags apart from others is that each 
pole section is connected by bungee cord, thereby preventing pole sections getting mixed up or going missing.It also makes setting up a breeze as each pole section 
is interconnected resulting in a much quicker and easier final flag set up. Quality Construction: Our Deluxe Telescopic Banners are constructed from lightweight,yet 
durable powder coated aluminium offering a silky-smooth light grey finish. The oversized 30mm diameter bottom pole section offers industry leading durability and 
stabilistability and is further complimented by a stylish heavy duty plastic moulded connector. All our Deluxe Telescopic Banners are supplied with chrome plated
ground spikes and durable nylon carry bag with handle and zip. 
Optional extras & Printing: For use indoors or on hard surfaces we have two freestanding base options, namely: Indoor Cross Base (single flag system) and 
Cluster Base (four flag fountain system). Optional Water filled bags can be purchased and placed over these bases to make it 
more stable in higher wind conditions. All our custom branded Telescopic Flags are dye sublimated in full colour digitaland are colourfast ie, fully washable and 
dry clean safe. Our printed flags are dry clean safe. Our printed flags are available in single or double sided versions, single sided being the industry standard and the most cost effective and popular.  
Single or Double Sided: Single sided flags are printed on Banner Mesh Fabric which has tiny holes in to let wind pass 
through resulting in a much longer life span compared to regular printed flags. Double sided flags are printed on double sided 
Ultra Sheen fabric with block out in between. Each side can have a different design if need be. Please note, double sided flags 
are heavier and do not ‘wave’ in the wind as freely as single sided ones. 
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Optional Extras

Included

cross base four in 1 spikeflag fountain 

Facts:

Sizes: 2m, 3m  & 4m

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated Banner Mesh or Ultra Sheen Fabric print

Carry Bag: Nylon carry bag with zip and handle

Packing Size: 40mm (h) x 1420mm (w) x 150mm (d)

Weight: 3kg

Warranty:Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty


